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Russian military losses reach staggering new levels in Ukraine 

Втрати російських військових досягли вражаючого рівня в Україні 
Збройні сили України, які повинні взяти на себе більшу частину заслуг у відштовхуванні 

армії путіна до Москви, поділилися оцінками бойових втрат Росії, які включають війська, 

літаки, танки, катери та іншу техніку. За оцінками України, станом 10 квітня 2022 р., 

росія втратила 19 300 військовослужбовців, 722 танки, 152 літаки, 137 вертольотів, 

1911 БТР, 1384 транспортних засобів, 76 паливних баків, 108 РСЗВ та 7 катерів. 

https://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/world/russian-military-losses-reach-staggering-new-levels-

in-ukraine/news-story/868e29fd3af43b87c8dd6df29d5d048a 

The war has not gone to plan for Vladimir Putin. 

That much has been clear for some time. But exactly how poorly Russia has performed in six 

weeks of combat with Ukraine is only now coming to light. 

The armed forces of Ukraine — who must take most of the credit for pushing Putin’s army back 

towards Moscow — have shared estimates of Russia’s combat losses that include troops, planes, 

tanks, boats and other vehicles. 

Data shared by Ukrainian English language news service The Kyiv Independent makes for 

sobering reading. 

As of Sunday, April 10, Ukraine estimates that Russia has lost 19,300 troops, 722 tanks, 152 

planes, 137 helicopters, 1911 armoured personnel carriers, 1384 vehicles, 76 fuel tanks, 108 

multiple launch rocket systems and seven boats. 

‘A huge tragedy’ for Russia 

The losses have led to some hard conversations in Russia, both privately and publicly. 

Dmitry Peskov, the Kremlin spokesperson, told Sky News on Thursday that the country had 

suffered “significant losses of troops and it’s a huge tragedy for us”. 

The frank admission comes as both sides count their losses from a war that keeps raging on. 

In Kramatorsk, in eastern Ukraine, a missile strike on a railway station Saturday killed 52 people. 

The victims included five children. 

More Russian shells arrived on Saturday in eastern cities of Vugledar and Novo Mikhaylovka. 

In Bucha, where authorities say hundreds were killed, some with their hands bound, the death roll 

keeps climbing. 

And Ukrainian officials say they are uncovering even greater devastation in nearby towns. 

Fresh allegations also emerged from Obukhovychi, northwest of Kyiv, where villagers told AFP 

they were used as human shields. 

Both sides are trading prisoners, too. Ukraine said Saturday it had completed a third prisoner 

exchange with Russia, bringing 12 soldiers and 14 civilians home. 

But Moscow said Russian troops also fired on a Ukrainian vessel trying to evacuate commanders 

of the Azov battalion from the besieged southeastern city of Mariupol. 

The diplomatic solution Ukraine seeks is still a one-way conversation. Ukraine is “still ready” to 

continue negotiations with Moscow, which have stalled since the discovery of atrocities in Bucha 

and other areas near Kyiv, President Volodymyr Zelensky says. 

“We are ready to fight and to look in parallel to end this war through diplomacy,” he told a news 

conference. 

Humanitarian corridors opening up 

Ukraine’s deputy prime minister Iryna Vereshchuk said on Sunday that Kyiv would use nine 

humanitarian corridors to help Ukrainians escape heavy fighting — fighting that is expected to 

intensify in coming days. 

“All the routes for the humanitarian corridors in the Luhansk region will work as long as there is 

a cease-fire by the occupying Russian troops,” she said in a statement on Telegram. 

The corridors would allow nine trains to be used for evacuations. 



British Prime Minister Boris Johnson made a surprise visit to Kyiv on Saturday to meet with Mr 

Zelensky. 

While a handful of other leaders have visited Kyiv since Russia invaded, Mr Johnson’s trip marks 

one of the highest profile face-to-face meetings with Zelensky. He is the first leader of the Group 

of 7 (G7) most industrialised nations to meet Ukraine’s president in person during the war. 

Notably US President Joe Biden did not set foot in Ukrainian territory when he held talks in Europe 

two weeks ago. Although, at that point, Russian forces were still attempting to take Ukraine’s 

capital. 

The UK PM visited Kyiv on Saturday for talks with Mr Zelensky as part of a “show of solidarity 

with the Ukrainian people”, Downing Street said. 

London did not announce Mr Johnson’s Ukraine visit ahead of time, with the Prime Minister 

himself batting away questions about a possible visit in a press conference on Friday. 

His trip to the Ukrainian capital followed visits to Kyiv of European Commission President Ursula 

von der Leyen and the EU’s foreign policy chief Josep Borrell on Friday and the visit of the 

Austrian Chancellor Karl Nehammer earlier on Saturday. 


